with ﬁlm spli8ng the chamber

2-chamber double-glazing
with an(glare coa(ng

80%
56%

Five (5) advantages against TRIPLE GLAZING:
1. Without risk of rupture the inner glasses (due par6al sun-illuminated area)
2. The chambers are pressure-equalized => lower inﬂa<on & deﬂa<on =>
lower gas leakage
3. Improved acous6c aCenua6on (+2dB)

BeCer Ug (less thickness and also lower thermal conduc<vity of the ﬁlm)
5. Triple-glazing is about 50% heavier
4.

3) Gas thermal expansion causes problems:
= Distorted reﬂec@on
due inﬂated IG’s
= Butyl is stressed = gas
leakage
= The bigger is bending
the thicker must be
the glass pane =>
increasing of weight

By development
FILM in SPACER
was discovered, that the
SPACER with GROOVE
avoids perfect
GAS LEAKAGE

Laboratory test

of FILM in SPACER samples

How is it possible?…

Gas usually leaks due inﬂa<ng and
deﬂa<ng (in Summer and Winter)
by common IG is
the butyl stressed
(and the gas leaks…)

by FILM in SPACER

butyl isn’t stressed
(and the gas keeps inside)

3) Gas thermal expansion
SOLUTION: Spacer with variable thickness:

3) Gas thermal expansion
SOLUTION: Spacer with variable thickness:
a) Butyls are not stressed = NO GAS LEAKAGE.
b) Glass-panes stays always ﬂat = thinner glass could be
used (less weight).

c) Outer reﬂecCon is not distorted = architects
are saCsﬁed…

2) Condensed water (frost) on outer glass
Because of:
- very cold night sky and

Roof glasses are
much colder than
facade glasses

- emissivity of glass > 90%

Windscreen is
much colder than
side windows

Why is it so?

2) Condensed water (frost) on outer glass
Avoids: Low-E on outer glass surface
Reduces strongly the IR radia?on of glass to the cold night
sky; outer glass temperature doesn’t drops below the due
point, therefore the SURFACE STAYS DRY.
Glass-pane with low-e hard coa?ng was proved:

Float

Low-E glass

…a#er 1 year test

2) Condensed water (frost) on outer glass
Glass emits its own heat by IR
radia;on to the very cold
clear sky and become colder.
During nights the glass surface
drops below dew-point of
outdoor air and on its surface
creates condensate.
If the surface temperature
drops below zero, the
condensate on glass freezes.

2) Condensed water (frost) on outer glass
Avoids: Low-E on outer glass surface

“The conduc*ve "Low-E coa*ng" protects the glass
from cooling, so that water on the outer surface does
not condense or freeze. No ice ﬁlm is formed, because
radia*ve heat loss to the cold sky is minimised, and
this prevents or delays cooling of the glass surface to
below the dew point.” explained the press release.

1) FRAMES for IG thicker > 56mm?
Op#on: FRAMELESS

Fiberglass proﬁle is
integrated in the IG

Super IG with beneﬁts:
Outer glass is both
sides low-e to avoid
condense water

SGG
Dual

clear
ﬁlm

SGG clear Low-E
Dual ﬁlm glass

Middle glass is also
both sides low-e to
may use clear ﬁlm

Max: 3.2 x 6m
mechanically stretched

- Only 2 spacers (3x butyl)
- Pressure equalized chambers
- Spacer w. variable thickness

Insula'ng MONOglass for GLASS-ROOFS
Thanks extremely toughness of the ﬁlm is solu5on useful
also for roof with prestressed glass (load of snow):

Insula'ng MONOglass
Mostly used as front-built glass façade
Several glass panes built on themselves
doesn't cause sta6c problem if they keep its
ﬂatness.
Inﬂa6ng or deﬂa6ng by MONOglass involves
just the ﬁlm. Not the glass – it keeps ﬂat.
Therefore the Mono-glasses can be cladded
on each other with simple H-proﬁle between.

Sunny days in winter = very high solar
gain => absorbed into the wall and
accumulate heat for the cold night.

Insula'ng MONOglass
Mostly used as front-built glass façade

Nights or cloudy cold days:
The “mirror iris” is eﬀec.vely used also in
nights or cloudy cold days to increase the
insula.on performance.
Due the both-side low-e silver coa.ng on his
surface is possible to create 3 insula.ng
chambers.

This complete solu.on we call:
Transparent wall insula'on

Up to
400 W/m2

